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What if I told you Erykha Badu doesn’t wear deodorant? 

Instead she rubs a crystal rock under her arm. While the 

unconventional artist has always been praised for her non-

conformist ways from afar, more recently millenials are 

joining her on this natural hygiene journey.

According to healingcancernaturally.com, natural hygiene 

consists of the body inherently self-healing and always 

striving to maintain or re-establish optimal

healthful conditions.

A survey by Statista.com reflects this trend toward alternative 

hygienics, 49% of responding U.S. consumers reported that 

they prefer to purchase shower and bath products that are 

natural or organic.  

Aryah Symone, a junior FAMU health science student , has 

been using natural deodorant for more than seven years. “ 

“Natural deodorant is much healthier that deodorants like 

Degree and Irish Spring.Many people don’t know that the 

aluminum-based compound that temporarily plugs the 

sweat ducts and prevents you from perspiring is cancerous,” 

Symone said.  

Symone grew up in a herbal based environment because 

her grandparents, who are of Caribbean descent, did not 

believe in anything processed. 

“Many people do not understand what natural hygiene is and 

there are many ways to define natural hygiene, whether the 

natural hygiene is physical or even mental,” Symone added. 

“Yes, sometimes I may have to apply my deodorant 5 to 6 

times a day so I won’t smell bad, but that’s okay with me.”

Like Badu, Symone strokes a crystal rock under her arm over 

100 times on each side. “It’s a crystal, it’s an actual crystal. It 

neutralizes the skin. It has to send a signal to the midbrain, so 

neurologically you can stop being musty. It just doesn’t work 

like regular deodorant,” Badu said during her interview with 

the Breakfast club in 2016.

Dr. Ralph Clinique, the former president of the International 

Association of Hygienic Physicians  stated, “Natural hygiene 

provides a superb environment for weight loss and health 

improvement through fasting and natural living.” He 

continued by explaining how it involves eating lots of organic 

foods, exercising, and relieving of stress.

Tallahassee local and proponent of natural hygiene Seriyah 

Jacobs agrees with Dr. Clinique’s research,” I fast meaning I 

cleanse and rest my body physically and psychologically,” 

Jacobs said. “My parents did not believe in store bought 

medicine. Even if I got sick at school, I denied the medicine 

and went home to my natural remedies,” said Jacobs.

Savannah Wilson, a junior business student, started 

using natural deodorants a couple of years ago. “Secret 

deodorant broke me out in middle school. I use it because 

it’s aluminum free, it doesn’t clog my pores, and it’s a vegan 

product,” Wilson said.  “I stopped having painful breakouts 

plus I wasn’t irritated anymore.” Also, it lasts longer and it 

doesn’t make me have body odor.”

Wilson said she remembers an article being released in 2016 

about aluminum salts being found in popular antiperspirant 

products causing tumor growth, “that was a deal breaker for 

me. I believe that’s when the shift happened for my friends 

and me. It was more sore a health precaution rather than a 

trend,” she added.

Natural hygiene followers like Badu are adamant about using 

alternative, environmentally-conscious options to maintain 

their health. “Hey, it works for me. That’s all that matters. I just 

want to make sure I’m being healthy and taking care of my 

body,” Badu finished. 

Wellness is deeply personal; whether it is a mindful step to 

live more eco-friendly or simply to listening to what your 

body needs the market for non-traditional hygiene is steadily 

expanding. Warning to older generations: don’t  be surprised 

when you come across an amethyst crystal in a toiletry aisle 

of CVS, yes it belongs there. 

   


